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SUMMARY

, This documentprovidesa brief overviewof techniquesthat are applicable to on-site

inspectionwith considerationgivento the bases for applicationof these techniques. A

bibliographyis included as a startingpoint for investigationsinto the potential

inspectionmethodsthat are described.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to provide a brief overview and bibliography of those

techniques that may have application for the evaluation of a site to determine if a high

energy release event is nuclear in nature. This effort is motivated by recognition of the

changing world political climate and the perception that low yield and non-proliferation

" issues will grow in importance as couniries become increasingly involved as signators to

treaties that are intended to limit the development and testing of nuclear weapons. Along

. with an increasinginterestin suchissuesis the awarenessof the need to implement

improvedcapabilities for treaty monitoringprogramsthat must deal with assessing

suspiciousoccurrencesof highenergyrelease events.

In preparingthis report, it is recognizedthat monitoringcan take two main forms.

The first involvesthe resolutionof unidentifiedeventsdetected by seismic and satellite

NationalTechnical Means. Eventsof an indeterminatenaturecould occur world-wideand

could induce tension in neighboringcountries. If an on-site measurement capability

were available,a monitoringteam couldbe sent to the suspectedsite of an eventto take

measurementsthat could confirmor disprovetheoccurrenceof a clandestinenuclear



test. The second monitoringform is the confirmation that a clandestine event is not

masked by a declared event. For example, a large mining explosion could mask a

decoupled nuclear explosion. On-site measurements before and during the test could

confirm that a clandestine event did not occur and could provide assurance that the party

carrying out the explosion is not taking advantage of clandestine testing opportunities.

APPUCATIONSCENARIO • -

A systematic set of decision-oriented,analysis procedureswould be invoked by the '

treaty monitoringorganization followingdetectionof a distantunidentifiedevent using

remote sensing(e.g., seismic or atmosphericobservations,overhead imagery) or human

intelligencedata. Analysisanddecisionmakingmethodologiesutilizinga data baso and

advancedcomputerbasedtechnologies,suchas an expertsystem, wouldbe usedto

estimatea probabilitythat the evenltwas a violationand that an on-site inspectioncould

resolve the nature of the event. If 1thelikelihoodof resolutionby inspectionwas

acceptable,an on-site inspectionwould be requested. The treaty monitoringteam would

then be deployedwith the transportablehardwareand analysispackage. Subjectto

developedprocedures, a variety of seismic,chemical,radiologic,electromagneticand

other field explorationtechniqueswouldbe employedto search for signatures

characteristicof bomb related anomalies. On-sitecomputeranalysesof the initial tests,
J

aided by a diagnosticdata base, wouldpermita site-specificrefinementof the inspection

plan. Followingcompletion of the on-siteinspection,signaturesfrom the suite of tests

wouldbe analyzed tr, determinethe natureof the eventand to estimate the probabilityof

correct identification. This foregoingapplication,giving a sequenceof steps for

assessingan unidentifiedevent, may be generalizedto includethe possibilityof making

pre-, during and post-event measurementsunder both co-operative and non-co-

operative scenarios.
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SCIENTIFICBASIS

An important aspect of the inspectionprocess is the integrationof different kinds

of observations of a site or a high energy release event into the analytical framework

that ultimately provides an identification of the event. Most of the methods mentioned

below have been employed separately to detect and evaluate anomalies resembling some

of those encountered in a nuclear test environment, i.e., cavities, tunnels, buried cables,

. isotopic gas flow from the ground, etc. However, it is anticipated that these methods

would also be employed in a manner that would provide complimentary Information
°,D

about a target, reducing the level of nonuniqueness in its identification. Thus, it is

anticipated that a number of techniques will be employed for the evaluation of a specific

suspect site. Each technique has its own scientific basis and for most techniques that we

will mention, some level of scientific validation already exists. We briefly summarize

the bases for several of the techniques for remote and local measurements of anomalies

characterizing a nuclear test environment.

Remote Measurements: These methods can provide initial indications that an event

has occurred.

(1) Surface Observations. Overhead Imagery_and Aerial Surveys" In addition to being

useful as an indicator of unusual human activity in a suspect region, surface

. examination, overhead imagery and aerial surveys can also help identity changes in

surface properties such as reflectance or topography caused by an event.

(2) Regional PromDt (Shot-time_ ElectromagneticMeasurements:

Based on preliminary work we have done in cooperation with EG&G, we expect that shot

time EMP signals can be observed at regional distances. Although further

characterization of these signals is needed, such as their distance and depth dependence,

they represent a promising approach for detecting suspect events.
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(3) Regional seismic measurements:

Recent work in the Treaty Verification program at LLNL suggeststhat it may be possible

to use regional seismic measurements to determine the depth of an event. If so, such

measurements could help identify the source of a suspect event because current

limitations on drilling constrain nuclear testing to the upper few kilometers of

the Earth's crust.

On-Site Measurements: These methods are typical of those that would be employed

on-site if a decision was made for an inspection. .-

(4) Soil oas analysesand atmosphericpumping: Nuclear tests produce radioactive

isotopes of krypton (85Kr), argon (37Ar) and hydrogen (T-tritium) that migrate in

soil gases away from the detonation site and to the surface. Based upon our experience at

NTS, flows often Occur in fracture networks causing gas to be transported much more

rapidly than by porous diffusion. Isotopes may appear at the surface in measurable

quantities within days to weeks following an event, lt has been discovered that

atmospheric low pressure zones forming over a site set up a regional vertical pressure

gradient that speeds the arrival of such isotopes to the surface. Measurement of these

isotopes in quantities occurring above background levels would be very strong indicators

of a nuclear test. This would be particularly true for measurements of 37Ar which has a

half-life of only 35 days. Because of its transience, the presence of measurable 37Ar

could be used to estimate the age of an event at sites where other events have taken place

previously.

(5)Post-test microseismicity: Microseismicity is an indication of a redistribution of

stress in Earth's crust, lt typically occurs following earthquakes, volcanic activity and

explosions at depth or in mining or geothermal areas. Although, microseismic



observationsin ali these areas have some commonfeatures, we have observed some

distinct differences such as event depths and waveform frequency content that can be

used to distinguish them.

(6) Electrical resistivity surveys: Resistivity surveys, often used in prospecting,

employan artificialsource of currentthat is suppliedto the groundthroughelectrodes.

., The method involvesmeasuringpotentialsat other electrodesin the vicinityof the

current flow. From measurementsat a number of locations,resistivitymaps of the
-j

subsurfacecan be produced. Becauseresistivitychangesin the rubblezone producedby

a nuclear test, a re3istivitysignaturewill exist. Like the seismic imagingmethod for

rubblezones, this kindof survey will be mostvaluable in complementingthe

observationsof other methods. Three dimensionalsimulationsof the surface voltage

distributionresulting from a known resistivitysource distribution,such as a rubble

zone, will aid in evaluating the potential usefulnessof resistivitysurveys.

(7) Self-potential method: Ground-wateris driven into a large volume of sometimes

freshly producedpore space followingan undergroundnuclearevent, lt is expectedthat

this redistributionof ground-water will have a significant influence on the static

electric fields that typicallyexist in the Earth because they are known to transport

• charges.

Recent measurements,at NTS, of self potentialanomaliesat the site of past nucleartests

supportthe abovesuggestion. Furtherinvestigationof thesephenomenaare needed

before they can be utilized for identifyingsuspectevents.

(8) Rubble zone seismic imaging: Recent experiments by Zandt and Jarpe (LLNL) show

that the formation of rubble zones by underground detonations can reduce P-wave

seismic velocities by as much as 40% in comparison to the original material. They



found that the size of the affectedregion is comparableto the diameter of the craters, lt

is not clearthat the methodalonecouldvalidatethe occurrenceof an eventsincethe

signatureof the rubblezone is comparablesignaturesassociatedwith normalgeologic

variation. However,this techniquecouldbe usedto complementthe resultsof other

techniques involving post-test microseismicityand electrical methods.

(9) Monitoringof hydrologicchange_: Froma hydrologicperspective,NTS is unusual o-

owingto the extreme depth of its watertable at many locations(= 500 m). At most
_=

otherplaces on Earth, the water tabletends to be much shallower(metersto 10's of

meters) and most nuclear tests are likelyto take place well below the local water table.

Monitoringof NTS hydrologyindicatesthat significantchanges in water table elevation

(10's of meters) may be associatedwith nucleartests. For shallowwater tables this

suggestsreadily observable(e.g., monitoringin existingwater wells) anomalous

changesto the local hydrologyof a region. In additionto directobservation,electrical

resistivity and self-potential methodsboth offer the possibilityof monitoringtemporal

changesin the water table locationof a site.

(10) ElectromagneticMeasurementsat Time of Detonatio_ In cases where co-operative

parties invitean inspectionteam to documentthat a plannedevent is not nuclearor that

a low level nuclearevent is not hiddenby a chemicalevent, shot-timemeasurements

capableof detectingemp signalsmay be calledfor. Electromagneticpulsesignalsare

well studiedfor nuclearevents but notfor chemicalevents. Small electromagnetic

signalshave been associatedwithundergroundchemicalexplosionsthat producea

seismo-electriceffect. Comparisonof the electromagneticsignaturesat shot-timesof

chemicaland nuclear eventswouldprovideusefulbackgrounddata for the on-site

inspectionpackage.



(11) Reflection and Refraction Seismic Imaging"

To a first approximation, the Earth is a layered medium whose velocity increases with

depth. Using this attribute and the physics of waves it can be shown that waves generated

by vibrators or explosions at the surface can be used to image structures at depth. For

example, in a recent refraction study at NTS, LLNL found significantly slower P-wave

velocities in the vicinity of the shot point of a previous nuclear test in comparison to the

.. surroundingmedium. Suchchanges in seismicvelocityare expected in seismic

reflection profiles because relativelysmoothlayers in the vicinity of a nuclear
"e

explosionwould be destroyedor significantlyaltered.
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